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Searching for deans still a way of life
By Erika D. Schuman
Spartan Daily Stan-Writer

With so many deans leaving
SJSU for higher positions elsewhere, it might leave some to
wonder if the university is just a
spring board to bigger and better things.
"When we have a senior
administrative opening, we do a
nationwide search," said Emily
Lee Kelley, SJSU’s director of

human resources. "So we bring On Oct. 20, Engineering Dean
talent in here, but while they’re Jay Pinson decided to step down
here, their experience is from h s post to return to teachenhanced."
ing.
o 111,1
This gathering of
Pinson will stay in
experience makes SJSU
the position until a
administrators and faculreplacement is found.
ty attractive to other
No one at the dean’s
schools.
office was able to comThe College of Engiment on why he had
neering is the latest
decided to resign.
department to have a dean exit.
The academic vice president’s

SJSU works as
springboard for
coaches, faculty
By Erika D. Schuman
Spartan My Staff Writer

Stan Morrison, the Spartan’s
head men’s basketball coach,
potentially has the option of
leaving SJSU to be the athletic
director at UC Berkeley.
"I’ve been contacted by Cal,"
Morrison said.
Morrison began his tenure
here at SJSU in 1989 and was
formerly the athletic director at
UC Santa Barbara for three
years.
"I did a good job," he said.
"But I missed coaching tremendously."
He had coached basketball at
the University of Southern California for seven years prior to
that.
While Morrison said he has
no intentions of leaving SJSU,
other coaches have left the university to move on to bigger and
better things. Former SJSU head

office said a search committee to
select a replacement for Pinson
has not been formed yet.
Other departments under
pressure to fill a dean’s position
are the colleges of Science,
Applied Arts and Sciences and
Social Work.
Alan Ling, the dean of science, will be leaving in January
to become provost and academic vice president at the Universi-

ty of North Florida.
The academic vice president’s
office said that the College of
Science is in the process of
putting together a search committee.
If no one has been found by
the time Ling leaves, the academic vice president will appoint
an interim dean, according to a
source in the Academic Senate.
Carol Christensen is the chair

for the dean search committee
for the College of Applied Arts
and Sciences.
"We are still screening candidates and were are hoping to
have that done by Fnclay
(today)," she said. "We hope to
have someone hired by the first
ofJanuary."
According to Christensen, it is
See Deans, page 4

Making-up for Halloween

football coach Ron Turner is
now the offensive coordinator
for the Chicago Bears.
Turner had replaced Terry
Shea, who left to become offensive coordinator at Stanford University.
SJSU has also lost deans to
the same phenomenon. Right
now SJSU is either about to
begin or is already conducting
searches for four cleans.
Of those four, two left to take
higher positions at other universities. Former Dean of Applied
Arts and Sciences Rose Tseng
left this summer to become
chancellor of the West ValleyMission Community College District. Science Dean Alan Ling
will be leaving in December to
take a post as provost and academic vice president at the University of North Florida
See Morrison, page 4

Report examines
student housing
By Kyle Preston Register
Spanan Daily Staff Writer

Mayor Hammer’s "University
Environs Task Force" has completed its guidelines for the
growth of the SJSU campus into
the next century.
The task force, made up of
campus officials, community
leaders and city staff, has compiled a report that recommends
changes for the university and
the surrounding community up
to the year 2000.
Topics outlined in the 60page report are a housing study,
perimeter design guidelines and
traffic and parking measures.
Initially, the task force was
designed to look at the now eminent closure of San Carlos
Street between Fourth and 10th
streets. It became clear that the
closure would effect the community in much broader terms
than just impeding the flow of
traffic. It would change the look

of the campus itself and impact
the area surrounding it.
The task force itself was broken into three different subcommittees: land use and housing, urban design, and traffic
and parking. Alan Freeman, a
member of all three subcommittees and the director of space
management on campus said
that he feels good about the
work that was accomplished.
"After two years of meetings,
deliberations and work, I would
say a great deal of good came
out of the University Environs
Task Force," Freeman said. "It
allowed for a better understanding of our neighbors and their
understanding of us."

TOP: Jessica Conroy, 4, from the
Frances Gulland Child Development
Center, applies her own Halloween
make-up in the mirror. Children from the
center were in front of the Student
Union Thursday for a Halloween celebration which included games, bobbing
for apples, and plenty of make-up.
RIGHT: Nathan Miller, 2, applies makeup to his older sister Niki, 13, during the
celebration.

Photos by Andy Barron

Land Use and Housing
The land use and housing
subcommittee identified several

See GROWTH, page 3

Voter choices include vouchers, tax increases
Community unites for
Day of the Dead festivities
By Kevin Moore

SOrtan Daily Stan Writer

Carolina Moroder

This festivity has grown in importance
in the Latino community in recent years,
Day of the Dead, or Dia de los Muer- and this year, several events will take
tos, is a celebration dedicated to those place in areas throughout San Jose to
who have passed away.
celebrate it.
Multicultural Center of the UniverAccording to Hispanic tradition, it is a
time when the spirit of a dead family sal Great Brotherhood, S.L. will exhibit
member returns to earth to share a day "Through the Eyes of the Soul, Day of
the Dead in Mexico," photographs by
with the living.
The holiday is celebrated between journalist and photographer Mary
’Andrade. 605 South Second St. Until
Oct. 31 and Nov. 2.
As with many other celebrations in Nov. 21.
the Americas, lOia de los Muertos has
For information call 408/275-9742.
intermingled pre-Columbian and
El Teatro de los Pobres will present
Catholic symbols into it, showing both a Children’s Celebration on Monday
the indigenous and the Europeans’ view
of life and death.
See DEAD, page 3
Spartan Daily Stall Writer

California voters will have to decide
on initiatives and measures that will
directly impact the future of taxes,
housing and education in Tuesday’s
general election.
Here is a rundown of all the initiatives and measures on the Nov. ’2 ballot.
Prop. 168 is a constitutional
amendment to eliminate voter
approval of low-rent housing projects
unless a petition is presented calling
for a vote on the development.
This proposition also amends the
definition of low-rent housing to
include only developments receiving
funds from the federal government.
Those in favor are the League of
Women Voters, The Congress of California Seniors and Sen. Charles M.

Calderon, 26th district. The arguments are that it will provide housing
and jobs and will cut through government red tape.
Those against are the Los Angeles
County Libertarian Party and council
members Sandi Webb of Simi Valley
and Bonnie Flickinger of Moreno Valley. The argument is that the proposition removes voter control.
Prop. 169 is a constitutional
amendment that will allow the governor to selectively veto only portions of
the budget passed by the state legislature without vetoing the entii e budget.
Those in favor are the California
Chamber of Commerce, the California Citizens Budget Commission and
Bary Keene, retired senate majority
leader. Arguments are that the proposition will allow passage of the budget

on time and cut out special interest
groups.
Those against are the Center for
the Califoi nia Taxpayer and A.s.semblvman Dean Andal. Arguments are
that the proposition was written by
politicians, not tax reformers and that
it makes it easier to raise taxes and
hide budget items.
Prop. 170 is a constitutional
amendment which would allow property tax increases in excess of 1 percent to pay for school bond issues
used to construct improve schools.
Those in favor are the California
State PIA, the Congress of California
Seniors, and the California Chamber
of Commerce. Arguments are that the
proposition allows greater local control of schools and retains other Prop.
See VOTERS, page 4
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Halloween
should be safer

Finding other
ways to protest

should return Halloween to the times
Wewhen it was a light-hearted holiday, full
of funny tricks and sweet treats. These
days, there is nothing "hallowed" about the
evening.
The traditional autumn holiday has been
spoiled for our children by a myriad of societal and
cultural ills, ranging from innocent commercialism
to dangerous violence.
Young children see Halloween as a time to get
lots of it! It is a given for most parents
candy
that Halloween will end with a tummy-ache. We
should introduce children to some traditional
recipes of the harvest season as well.
The morning of Nov. 1 arrives to reveal sidewalks full of smashed pumpkin fragments, as
pranksters use the cloak of darkness to hide their
vandalism. Why is there a need to smash in the
crooked grin of a Jack-O-Lantern innocently sitting
on a doorstep? Aside from the danger of starting a
fire if there is a candle inside, no doubt some people will have hurt feelings when they see their
handiwork turned in to squash souffle.
Camden, New Jersey, was the site of a 1991 arson
spree as part of what had apparently come to be
known as a traditional pre-Halloween "Mischief
Night." A year later, the city implemented a duskto-dawn curfew and had nearly the entire police
force on duty, on the watch for dangerous hijinks.
This is not a suitable atmosphere for children to be
trick-or-treating in.
Over the years, many rumors and warnings have
constantly surfaced at Halloween. For example,
children were instructed never to eat fruit, cookies
or any other soft item for fear of a razor blade or
other small item lodged inside. At one time certain
local health organizations, such as O’Connor Hospital, offered a community service of X-raying all
Halloween candy in the hopes of detecting this
sort of tampering. It is not done anymore, however, due to it being a liability issue.
There was a time, many years ago, when supposedly the powdered-candy filled "Pixie Stix" were
being laced with cyanide. Then there was the warning that chocolates were being injected with drugs.
Wrappers, even if intact, were supposed to be scrutinized for evidence of tiny needle holes.
According to the local Poison Control Center,
there are still many calls that come in every Halloween, usually from parents who are concerned
about some items from a child’s goody bag that
looks, smells, or tastes suspicious.
There was even the grisly tale of a crazy man
who cruised the dark streets Halloween night,
looking for children to mow down in his automobile. Even if this is nothing but a so-called "Urban
legend," it is frightening to children, not to mention their parents!
If this is what Halloween has become, then we
need a serious makeover if we ever expect it to be
safe again.

Controversy Corner
Statement:
Hunting as a sport is cruel to animals and
should be banned.
Agree?
Disagree?
Tell us about it. Write a letter to the editor. You
might even izet published.
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Chivalry should return
ast weekend I was sitting in one of those
molded airport chairs
when I heard a loud thumping
sound coming from the other
end of the terminal. I looked
and saw a woman, at least eight
months pregnant, wading her
way through the terminal.
She aimed herself toward the
row of seats where I, along with
five other guys, were widdling
away the time. She came to the
row of seats and set what looked
like a U-Haul truck with a carrying strap down next to her.

’Being polite...
takes hardly any
effort... and the
best part is it’s
free.’
The men next to me sat and
just watched the lady struggle
with her luggage and with her
obtrusively large purse. I took
the initiative and stood up to
offer my seat to the lady. She
thanked me and made her way
on over to the seat.
After carefully landing, she
realized her suitcase was a few
feet away. My aunt tells me
something a few feet away seems
like it is a mile away when you
are pregnant. Since I was
already standing, I walked over
and picked her bag up and set it
down next to her.
She met me with a "thank

Editor:
I’m writing in regards to the article which
appeared on Wednesday Oct. 27 about the guy
who tore down the cartoon in the Student Union.
Anybody with any intelligence at all would have
taken the right steps if they came to the conclusion that a cartoon included a racial slur. For the
guy who tore down the drawing, they would be to
contact the artist, ask for an explanation for the
cartoon and why it talked about ‘Filipino burgers"
or write a letter to the editor of the Spartan Daily
protesting the drawing.
I’m not writing to preach on the ignorance of
his acts. I want to bring up the question of why he
thought the drawing was racially incorrect Wasn’t
it right that the artist labeled the burger ethnically? With everyone labeling or how one of my pro
fessors calls it, "hyphenating" themselves, we
should be glad that the artist used Filipino burger
instead ofjust burger or hamburger.
Some people of African descent want to be
referred to as African-American, some people of
Chinese descent like Chinese-American and all
over people like to hyphenate themselves. Even
some Caucasian people use their descending
background like European-American. Me? I’m
Italian but I don’t prefer Italian-American or
European-American.
To get back to my point, the burgers used to be
people so if this person was a Filipino then it
would be right to say Filipino burger, unless of
course it was a Filipino-American, then it would
be a Filipino-American burger. And for the guy
who tore down the picture was some rational
thinking next time instead of destroying school
property, we pay enough for tuition as it is.

you very much and I really
appreciate this." Was this a great
feat? Was giving up my seat and
my willingness to stand such a
great thing that I should run
around in tights with a big "S"
Terry Canale
on my shirt? What I did was
senior, public relations
commonplace as little as five
years ago.
liteness, which was until recently
On a crowded bus, at least perpetrated only among men
one man would stand up to let a and children, has now spread
lady sit down. Was this sexism like a social disease onto women
on the part of the men’s section and the elderly. Maybe we need
of the human race? No, it was a big social condom to cover
simple everyday politeness. We people to prevent them from
men already enjoy enough being rude.
Editor:
advantages in the world; the
I fully agree with the column written by Matt
Rudeness such as not holding
least we could do is offer a seat a door open for the person Smith on Tuesday, Oct. 26 titled, "Vote Yes on
or open a door for a lady.
behind you or not saying "thank Prop 174."
Rudeness and impoliteness is you’ and "please" needs to be
With all the fuss lately about freedom of
not limited to the males of the stopped. Being polite isn’t some choice, why should this be any different? After all,
human species. Before leaving tree-hugging, rock-humping that’s what Pop 174 is all about. Parents should
the airport and being complete- wannna-be hippies that hang have the choice of where they want to send their
ly disillusioned with my fellow out on Melrose avenue type of children, what they want them to learn and how
men, I was given the opportuni- concept; being polite is a con- they learn it.
ty to be disillusioned with cept that should be as natural as
As the column said, the state will allocate each
women as well.
breathing. It is not as hard to be child $2,600 in the form of a voucher. Right now,
As I helped the pregnant lady polite as it looks. It takes hardly 60 percent of the private schools are charging less
with her luggage through the any effort on your part and the than $2,600. Since we are talking about money,
boarding gate, I saw an elderly best part is it’s free.
with Prop 174, California will save over $19 billion
man with a walker and a woman
The next time you are on a in the next 8 years. It seems like we are paying
with a briefcase in her hand crowded bus or light rail and more and more every year and the educational
both headed to McDonald’s at see a lady or an elderly person system keeps getting worse and worse.
the other end of the terminal, get on, break free from the
Like the column said, "let’s take control of
which had a single clerk at the mold and offer your seat to where we spend our taxes." Every year, 46 cents in
counter. The race between the them. The worst thing they every dollar is consumed by bureaucracy. This
two had begun. Just as the elder- could do is to say "no." The best money never reaches the classroom and it totals
ly gentleman got to the counter, thing they could do is to leave $13 billion.
the woman cut in front of him you a huge estate and name
In a time when politicians are trying to rebuild
and ordered her Happy Meal their next five children after government, why not fix the one thing that could
like it was her victory meal. She you.
really help our country’s future our children’s
had triumphed in being mean
education.
and rude to an elderly gentleI am happy to see someone took the time to
man.
John Perez is a Daily support Pop 174. I know that most of us don’t
The sad thing is that this kind
staff columnist. His column have children, but they are our future and when
of rudeness and outright impoappears every other hiday. we are old and gray, they will be supporting us.

Saying no to
vouchers

Green man’s version of Halloween
I was a child, I Saman" and Christians chanpd
feared little green the name to "All Saints Eve.
Wm
en who lived
Modern day relics of the
under the sink basin.
pagan celebration, such as
They came out in the night witches and black cats, got their
and stole food from the refrig- bad names after religions intererator. The little green men preted All Hallows Eve as the
liked my grandpa’s herring the day for demon worship.
most, so I always hid it in the
The witches, during pagan
back of the refrigerator.
times, were priestesses whose
One fall night after a full business was to communicate
moon, I could have sworn one with the dead. Then someone
sat on the ceiling and stared at decided that the dead were evil
me. Under normal circum- and the persecution of the
stances, I would have closed my witches began, the little green
eyes and wished him away.
man on the ceiling said.
This time, he looked friendly.
Since the black cats were
He asked me to relax and hear witch’s best friends, they
him out because his story would became an emblem of Halenlighten me for the rest of my loween, as well.
life.
The celebration was never
He spoke of the special day intended to become bad or blasduring seasonal cross-cycles phemous. My visitor did not
when the ground opened up understand why goblins and
and the spirits from another ghouls were considered scary.
world came through.
I guess the little green man
Incidents like that were was not scary. He was just differreported by the Irish, who ent and that’s why I was always
claimed that fairies were impos- afraid.
Spirits came back for Halsible to keep underground during All Hallows Eve. When the loween so they could make
moon was right, grave mounds amends with their living descenwould open lip and let goblins dants, schmooze with the kids
and eat a little candy. It all
and ghouls ilii ough.
All Hallows Eve was the became clear to me, as the little
pagan version of modern Hal- green man’s story unfolded.
The candy remained a Halloween. That’s where the little
green man was from the
loween tradition because children like sweets. Since All Halpagan times.
Celts revised All liallows Eve lows Eve, we have gained other
as the "Samhain" or "Vigil of reasons to treat kids with candy.

Cristin Austin
public relations

Teaching is
a skill
Christmas and Easter are prefect
examples of such.
The little green man also
admitted that he eats my grandpa’s herring because it reminds
him of how things used to smell.
My visitor got stuck in our
world after the ground closed
up on him, so ruinmaging
through our refrigerator was his
only means of survival until the
ground opened up again.
Some spirits, he said, just get
carried away feasting On people’s food and get stuck here
when the ground closes up.
Usually, a Jack-O-Lantern was
a good indicator for spirits to
keep away from private homes,
but since we did not have one,
the little green man came in.
He reminisced until dawn.
We bonded that Halloween
night and I never hid the herring again.
This year’s Halloween follows
a full moon. I plan on staring at
my ceiling all night hoping the
little green man will visit again.

Editor:
I completely agree with Jim Batcho’s column
("Instructors must stimulate their class," Oct. 28)
about the correlation between teachers who can
stimulate learning and students who want to
learn.
What many people must understand is that
teaching in itself is a separate skill. Just because a
person is good at a particular field does not necessarily mean that that person will be able to teach
it well. Too many teachers just give facts without
explaining the reasons behind the facts. Once we
graduate front college and enter the work force,
having memorized facts without their meaning
could prevent many of us from improvising when
the time comes.
An interesting teacher who is willing to help
troubled students can go a long way toward helping in those students in the future. For example,
I barely passed Spanish 1 in my freshman year of
high school, yet received a Bin Spanish 2 the next
year.
The main reason I acquired a better grade in a
more advanced class was the quality of the second
teacher, who was inspirational and helpful where
the first on was not.
Teachers have the power to stimulate students
to learn, and thus are shaping our future. If students do not wish to learn, they will not. If they do
not wish to learn, our future looks bleak.

Kra Ratmansky is a
Daily staff writer

Victor Abransoff
senic% advertising
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TODAY
ALPHA OMICRON PI: Halloween
Grams, $1, 9a.m.-2p.m., in
front of Student Union, call Heidi
998-9330

CAIHOUC CAMPUS MINISIRY/THE
NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Fall
Retreat, Oct 29, 30 & 31,
begins 6p.m. Friday and ends
12p.m. Sunday, Campus Ministry, San Carlos & 10th St., call
Father Mark 298-0204

CHINESE CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP:
Bible
study,
2:30p.m.,
Guadalupe Room, Student
Union, call Wingfield Liu 2526876

DISABLED STUDENTS ASSOCIAnoN: BBQ, 10a m .-2p. m , BBQ

ENGINEERS AND SCIENTISTS):
meeting, 12:30p.m., Engineering Building! room 358

UPWARD BOUND PROGRAM:
Halloween Dunk, 1la.m.-2p.m.,
Art Quad in front of Student
Union, call Priscilla or Frank
924-2567
V.O.I.C.E./DEPT. OF COMM.
STUDIES: "Issues facing under-represented and non-traditional
graduate students," 3p.m.-5p.m.,
Almaden Room, Student Union,
call Dr. Dennis Jaehne 9245373

SATURDAY
VIETNAMESE STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Halloween dance, 8p.m.-

JEWISH CAMPUS OUTREACH:

1a.m., Dimensions Nightclub,
369 South First St., call Joanne
Nguyen 450-9399

Shabbas
candlelighting,
5:56p.m., location TBA, call
Ester Riva Kokin, 263-3246

SUNDAY

pits at 7th & San Carlos St., call
Denise 297-7393

LDSSA - LATTER DAY SAINTS
STUDENT ASSOCIATION: Friday

CATHOLIC CAMPUS MINISTRY/
THE NEWMAN CommuNrry: Sun-

forum - Halloween party,
12:30p.m., LDSSA Student Center, call 286-3313

day Mass, 6p.m., Campus Ministry, San Carlos & 10th St., call
Father Mark 298-0204
SUNDAY MASS, 8P.M., St. Joseph
Cathedral, San Fernando &
Market St., call Father Mark
298-0204

MUSUM STUDENT ASSOCIATION:
"Juma’a Prayer." 1:00-1:30,
Costonoan Rm, Student Union.
SOLES (SOCIETY OF LATINO

SpartaGuide is assulaHe to 5351.1sturlenu, faculty and stall cirganiations the free. Driidline is 5
so days before publication. Forms are available at the Spartan Daily, DB11 209 limited space may frrce reducing the number of entries.
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One dead; one wounded in Fort Irwin shootout
FORT IRWIN (AP) Specialist David Douglas died of a
gunshot wound as a negotiating
team exchanged gunfire with
the barricaded Fort Irwin soldier, base authorities said Thursday.
It was not immediately known
whether the fatal gunshot was by
military police or whether it was
suicide, Sgt. 1st Class Mary Pollard said. An investigation into
the shooting continued Thursday.
Authorities said the barricade began about 11:45 a.m.
Wednesday with the soldier "isolating himself in his barracks

Bus driver
and passenger
arrested shooting
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
Municipal Railway bus driver
was shot with a BB or pellet gun
Thursday, on the same route
where a driver allegedly shot a
passenger less than 24 hours
earlier, authorities said.
second, shooting
The
occurred about 4:10 p.m.
Thursday.
The driver, who was not identified, was apparently shot
through an open window on
the bus, said Muni spokesman
Alan Siegel.
The driver was able to stop
the bus and there were no other
injuries Siegel said. The driver
was taken to San Francisco General Hospital where his condition was not immediately available.
It is the same line where driver Harry H. Womack, 48,
allegedly shot a passenger about
6:15 p.m. Wednesday after an
altercation.
Both Womack, of San Francisco, and 21 -year-old Dallas L.
Johsnon, the passenger, were
arrested in connection with the
incident
Womack was booked into
San Francisco County Jail on
charges of aggravated assault
and carrying a loaded firearm
in a public place.
Johnson was booked into jail
on suspicion of felonious assault
on a transit employee.

room armed with a privately
owned pistol."
Military policeman, Specialist
Andre Cummings, 24, of Baton
Rouge, La., was shot in the left
hand.
Douglas, 29, of Dallas, was
attached to A Company, Forward Support Battalion, 177th
Armored Brigade.
On Wednesday, he was armed
with a privately owned pistol
when he locked himself in his
barracks at the sprawling San
Bernardino County base and
"an appropriate response team
was on site within minutes," the
release said.

I r itley

Growth
From page
areas where the university, city
and community could combine
efforts to revitalize the neighborhood.
Highlighted issues in their
report were households and
apartments that violate city
codes for exterior cleanliness
and the evaluation of available
housing for students and nonstudents alike.
The subcommittee concluded that aggressive code compliance would be an important
part to making the area around
the community more attractive.
Among its recommendations
were the prohibition of parking
in the front yards of houses and
the implementation of a free
paint program. The paint would
be provided by the city free of
charge to persons living in low
income households that need
repair.
The subcommittee also suggested having city staff take a
look at the fraternity and sorority zones and have the university
develop an aggressive off-campus housing program for students.
Urban Design
The urban design subcommittee’s profile gave a brief history of SJSU and the surrounding area. It also outlined what
goals the university should have
for physically and socially integrating with the downtown
neighborhood.
Among the proposed ideas
are:
The replacement of nearly
900 trees, citing improvements
in air quality and beauty.
Sidewalk and driveway
repairs. The report cited 237
locations in the vicinity of campus in need of repair.
Proposed campus perimeter design guidelines which
would set standards for design,
development and landscaping
along San Carlos, Seventh,
Ninth, San Fernando and San
Salvador streets.
The subcommittee focused
on how the campus looks now
and what sort of changes would
be made. It wanted to apply
design standards for new university buildings, so as not to clash
with the historic buildings in the
area. Each renovation and new
construction project would have
to be reviewed for architectural
merit.
"During a period in the 1960s
and the 1970s we allowed buildings to be erected that did just
not fit with the buildings already
in existence," Freeman said. "If
we had design guidelines valid at
that time, they (the builders and
architects) would have been
forced to not have cookie-cutter

buildings, but buildings that
carry a central theme thiough
which would make the campus
have a feel to it, a continuity.
"Ilopefully we eau do w onething about that in the filmic.,"
Freeman said.
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The final reconintendaiions
for future designs it the campus
and its enitoo.: awe from iii
traffic and !hit
subcfmligir
tee.
The proposal was written
before it was agreed that East
San Carlos would be closed
from Fourth Street to 10th
Street. That section of the street
was identified as a potential safety hazard to students and has
been slated to become a pedestrian mall.
The changes in San Carlos
Street were the most 0/11111Welsial suggested by the task lot( e.
Community leaders from east of
the campus felt access to the
downtown
region
would
become impaired and other
neighbors suggested outlying
streets would take up the brunt
of traffic.
A test closure of the sit,
approved by the I\ III
took place during the
and spring semesters in 1992 .1
survey done &Ting the closin (found there esc tt
few ’.igiiif
leant increasi -sf ttaffif that thi
perimeter streets timid ii, it hall
dle.
Along c-sith the reconimet liii
tions for Op- dosure of San (
los Street, the univelsity
agreed t,t c,(t,1 %ail, the city t,
develop 2,--.011 !lot king sp.adjacent to thc winitripal
i
um and to main’
sat
shuttle sc tfTh
facilities nit Ii- ’11111Campus.
Although die university environs task hte’s work is finish
with the ( ompletion of the.
report, the majority of the re( ommendaticuis have yet to be
acted upon by the city coum II
and the mayor.
Freeman said that whatcx (
happens, he is pleased c
committees’ accomplishimu
"I think the comm una iii- ii
between us and the city mid
neighbors is much, much ben,
than it was three or four
ago," Freeman said.
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Dead
From page
Lupefios," a Mexican folklore
from 6-8 p.m. On Tuesday, at 6 group, will perform at 1 p.m.
p.m., there will be a candlelight SJMA is at 110 S. Market St. For
408/294procession from Our Lady of information call
Guadalupe Church to Calvary 2787.
Machu Picchu is sponsorCatholic Cemetery, located at
the corner of Alum Rock ing the Seventh Annual Day of
Avenue and Capitol. Followini the Dead Celebration & Ofrenda (Altar offering) until Nov.
this, Aztec dancers "Teokalli
and a performance of calaveras 13.
Its offering is dedicated to
(skeletons) and diablos (devils)
will take place at the Teatro de children and adults who have
los Pobres Cultural Center, at died during the past year and
14271 Story Rd. For informa- who have ties to the communition call 408/254-3878.
Br.
This year there will be a speMACLA invited four local
artists Pilar Agfiero, Frances cial dedication to children who
Paragon-Arias, Lisa Ramirez have been massacred by terrorand Sylvia Ruggiero to do
ists in the central rain forest of
each an altar installation. Satur- Peru, farm worker leader Cesar
day between 8 p.m. until sun- Chavez and Carlos Agudelo, a
rise there will be a Dia de los child who lived in San Jose and
whose mother has served as a
Muertos Ceremony.
The artist’s reception will community role model. In the
take place on Nov. 3 between 7- past, families who are not of
9 p.m. On Nov. 12 there will be Hispanic background have para poetry reading featuring Elba ticipated in this ofrenda. 42
Rosario Sanchez. Exhibition South First St. in El Paseo
and ceremony will be at Court. For more information
MAC1A San Jose Center for call 408/280-1860.
East Side Neighborhood
Latino Arts at 510 S. First St.
For information call 408/998- Center will work with the Mexican Consulate on Nov. 1, pre2783.
San Jose Museum of Art senting the Folkhirico Mexiwill have activities related to cano with Elena Robles, a
Day of the Dead on their Nov. dance group.
On Nov. 2 Gnipo Xochipilli
7 Family Sunday, inspired in
their current exhibition "A will perform and there will be a
Shadow Born of Earth: New exhibit of photographs from
Photography in Mexico." journalist and photographer
Docent Magda Madriz will tell Mary Andrade. 2150 Alum
a short story about Halloween Rock Ave. For information call
and Day of the Dead. "Los 408/251-0215.
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Bail denied for defendant
in child molest case

SPARTAN DAILY

A marathon of bounces

SAN DIEGO (AP) A judge ping. Akiki was a volunteer at
on Thursday declined to set bail Faith Chapel in Spring Valley at
for a former Sunday school the time of the alleged crimes,
teacher on trial for allegedly in 1988 and 1989. The children
molesting nine of his young stu- 3 and 4 years old.
The trial, which is in its sevdents.
Superior Court Judge David enth month, has become one of
M. Gill made his ruling in the longest criminal prosecuresponse to a request bv the tit its in San Diego County histodefense team for Dale Akiki. 36. ly
The jtuy is expected to begin
Defense attorneys said prosecudeliberations by the end of
tors had not proven their case
against Akiki and that the November or the beginning of
accused man should be allowed December.
free on bail.
The prosecution currently is
However, Gill said the circum- presenting witnesses in the
stances requiring his incarcera- rebuttal phase of the trial.
non had not changed since the
Gill has twice denied granting
beginning of the trial and thus, Akiki bail and is the fourth
Akiki should remain in custody. Superior Court Judge to make
Akiki, of La Mesa, stands such a ruling. Akiki has been in
charged with 38 counts of child custody at the downtown county
abuse, molestation and kidnap- .jail since his arrest in May 1991.

Reach the
SJSU market.
ADVERTISE ADVERTISE ADVERTISE!
(408) 924-3270
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Junior Mariano, left, of Delta Upsilon, and Cynthia Hatfield, of Kappa
Delta, try their skill on the trampoline as a part of the Trampoline
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From page 1
13 tax protections.
Prop. 13 freezes property tax
rates at the time a home is purchased or improved.
Against are the Howard Jarvis
Taxpayers Association, the Sherman Oaks Homeowners Association and Assemblyman Ross
Johnson. Arguments are that the
proposition will increase property taxes and allow renters to outvote property owners.
Prop. 171 is a constitutional
amendment allowing people
who have lost their homes in a
disaster as declared by the governor to be exempted from Prop.
13 tax reforms. They would pay
the same rate of property tax on
new construction as they paid
on the destroyed property.
Those in favor are Assemblywoman Barbara Lee and Sen.
Nick Petris. Arguments are that
the proposition will allow tax
relief for disaster victims and will
allow three years for replacement of property.
Attorney Gary B. Wesley is
against the proposition, stating
that Prop. 13 and special exceptions to Prop. 13 like Prop. 171
are unfair.
Prop. 172 is a constitutional
amendment that would provide
a half-cent of current sales tax to
pay for more fire protection,
police, prosecutors and prisons.
Those in favor are the Los
Angeles Police Department, California State Sheriffs’ Association
and Sen. Alfred Alquist. Argu-

Deans

11/5/93 I.

From page 1

THE LAW SCHOOL
EXPERIENCE
Faculty members will discuss legal education
and areas of specialization. Information will be
available about admission and financial aid.

Los Altos
Saturday
Odober 30
10:00 am - noon
Golden Gate University
5050 El Camino Real Room 2

This event is open to the public free of charge.
Preregistration not required.
School of Law 536 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Call 415/442-6630
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feasible to have the interviewing done and the job
offered by January. But if
the person hired cannot
start until June, Michael
Ego will continue to act
as interim dean until that
time.
The search committee
for Applied Arts and Sciences will convene today
to choose the candidates
they want to interview for
the position.
The School of Social
Work lost Dean Andy
Dieppa last year when he
decided to take part in
an early retirement program.
Interim Dean Simon

ments are that the tax proposition is not a new tax and that it
guarantees $1.4 billion for
police, prisons and firefighters.
Those against are the Center
for the California Taxpayer and
assemblymen Richard Mountjoy
and Gil Ferguson. Arguments
are that the proposition raises
taxes and forces people to pay
twice for local services.
Prop. 173 is a legislative
measure that will transfer $185
million of unsold bonds (from
the First-Time Homebuyers
Bond Act of 1982) to a fund that
will guarantee mortgages for
first-time low and moderate
income home buyers.
The 1982 act raised money to
reduce interest rates on mortgages for firsfrtime,homebuyers.
Those in favor are the Los
Angeles Area Chamber of Commerce, the California Labor Federation, AFL-CIO, and Assembly
Speaker Willie L. Brown. Arguments are that the proposition
will create jobs at no additional
cost to taxpayers and provide
affordable mortgages to firsttime home buyers.
Those against are the Los
Angeles County Libertarian
Party, Financial Consultant
Richard Rider and Attorney
Richard Burns. Arguments are
that the proposition may not
create jobs and the loans are
high risk.
Prop. 174 is a constitutional
amendment that will provide
vouchers equal to 50 percent of
the average state and local government spending per student.
The vouchers provide for payment of school tuition at both

Dominguez should be
replaced by the beginning of next semester,
according to Diane
Schaffer, the chair of the
search committee for the
School of Social Work.
The six candidates for
a new dean of social
work include: Dr. Sylvia
Rodriguez Andrew from
Texas Lutheran Church
in Seguin, TX; Dr. Angel
P. Campos from New
York State University at
Stony Brook; Dr. Santos
Hernandez from Our
Lady of the Lake in San
Antonio, Texas; Dr.
Maria McMahon from
East Carolina University
in Greenville, N.C.; Dr.
Juliette Silva from SJSU
and Dr. Leon Williams
from Boston College in
Boston, M.A.

Marathon sponsored by Delta Upsilon. The three-day marathon is to
benefit Big Brothers and Sisters of Santa Clara County.

public and private schools and
restricts regulation of private
schools.
Those in favor are former
U.S. Secretary of Education
William J. Bennett, H. Glenn
Davis, former associate superintendent of public instruction
and Palo Verde Unified School
District board member Carmela
Garnica. Arguments are that the
proposition saves money and
allows more choice in education.
Those against are the California School Boards Association,
the California Teachers Association and the American Association of Retired Persons. Arguments are that the proposition
will devastate public schools and
allow anyone with 25 students to
open a school.
Measure A is a half -cent
sales tax to fund fire protection,
police and prisons. It would take
effect if Prop. 172 fails. Prop.
172 is the amendment which, if
passed, would give a half-cent of
current sales tax for fire protection, police, prosecutors and
prisons.
Those in favor of the measure
are Santa Clara County Firefighters, Santa Clara Valley Medical Center and District Attorney
George Kennedy.
Arguments are that the measure only takes effect if Prop.
172 fails and that funds for public safety services need to be protected.
Those against are the Santa
Clara County Taxpayers Association, People for Efficient Transportation and the Libertarian
Party of Santa Clara County.

Arguments are that the measure
is too expensive and that taxes
don’t solve problems.
Measure B is an advisory
measure to indicate whether
Santa Clara County voters want
the Transit Authority to merge
with the Congestion Management Agency and be governed
by an elected board. Passage will
allow the proposal to be submitted to the state legislature.
Those in favor are the American Lung Association, Palo Alto
Mayor Jean McCown, the Sunnyvale Chamber of Commerce
and Rep Norman Mineta. Arguments are that the measure will
reduce bureaucracy, increase
accountability and reduce costs.
Those against are the Santa
Clara County Taxpayers Association and People for Efficient
Transportation. Arguments are
that the measure creates new
political jobs, it has a $2.6 million start-up cost and is not legally binding.
Measure C is an advisory
vote to stop the state from taking
local property tax. The measure
is not legally binding and no
arguments were submitted on
this topic.
Measure D is a charter
amendment that would allow
the County Board of Supervisors
to hire or fire the county clerk.
Those in favor are Board
Member Zoe Lofgren, County
Executive Sally Reed and Board
clerk Phyllis A Perez. The argument is the measure will
increase accountability of the
clerk’s office to the board.
No argument was submitted
against the measure.

Morrison
From page 1
Of the other two, former Dean of Social
Work Andy Dieppa took
an early retirement offer.
Dean of Engineering
Jay Pinson said last week
that he will be stepping
down as dean and will
be heading back to the
classroom as a teacher.
Is SJSU becoming a
’training ground’ for
professors, deans and
coaches? "It might be,"
Morrison said. ’The University of Pacific is, t(x)."
"That should be flattering for any institution
to be deemed a training
ground; inherent in that
they (the institutions)

are doing something
right," he said.
"It shows they have
demonstrated strenith,
ability and expertise.
BentleyColleen
Adler, spokesperson for
the CSU chancellor’s
office, agrees with Mornson."It is a compliment
to the offices of the vice
president and president
that they have such high
caliber people at their
institution that other
institutions are courting
them," she said.
An issue that has
been mentioned in the
past is money. The CSU
has not offered salary
raises in the past three

years.
If economics is an
issue, then two points
should be addressed,
Morrison said.
"Is it that they’re
being paid more?" Morrison asked. "Probably
not," he said."If it’s the
economics of the institution or the CSU system, I
understand that.
At this time though,
Morrison said he does
not plan to relocate.
"Right now I am the
basketball coach here at
SJSU and I’m excited
about it," he said. "I am
extremely fond of the
team, and I refuse to get
distracted."

Diaper study shows both paper and cloth control bacteria
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
Despite a study that finds cloth
and disposable diapers perform
equally well in controlling the
spread of bacteria at day care
centers, the paper versus cloth
debate continues.
The study, conducted at four
licensed day care centers in
Nashville, Tenn., found diaper
type makes no difference in the

presence of the bacteria that
causes diarrhea. It found germs
were more likely spread via
employees hands or faucets.
The findings raised questions
that have grown in importance
as more parents use child care
outside the home: which is safer,
cleaner and more environmentally correct cloth or disposables?

"This is clearly a hot topic,"
Dr. Bonnie Holaday of Vanderbilt University, said Thursday at
the American Public Health
Association convention in San
Francisco.
"Associated with the shift
from home care to day care is a
marked increase in the risk of
childhood infection and disease," she said. "And one of the

major problems for children in
day care, particularly infants and
toddlers, is diarrhea."
Twice a week, researchers visited the centers to test for coliform bacteria. They found a 9
percent reduction in organisms
overall (luring the second fourweeks but attributed that to
employees’ heightened awareness of hygiene.
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o More bodies found
in village massacre
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) - U.N. forces
investigating a massacre of Muslim villagers by Croat forces discovered 10 more bodies, raising
the confirmed death count to
25, officials said Thursday.
U.N. soldiers who entered
the village Tuesday, three days
after a Croat attack, found the
bodies of women, men and children who been shot, had their
throats cut or were burned
beyond recognition.
Fifteen corpses discovered
Tuesday included "a group of
women, holding each other’s
arms, who had been shot to
death," a U.N. statement said.
Cmdr. Idesbald Van Biesebroeck, a U.N. spokesman in
Sarajevo, said Thursday that two
more bodies were discovered in
the torched village. But Maj.
Manuel Cabezas, another U.N.
spokesman, later reported a
total of 25 bodies had been found, several of them mutilated.
Bosnian Croats repeatedly
denied Saturday’s massacre. But
Veso Vegar, a spokesman, on
Thursday acknowledged that
some "extremists" could have
had a hand in it.
Vanja Moric, a spokeswoman
for the Croatian Foreign Ministry, said only "We do not have

University

World Events

all facts yet about this event, but
we generally condemn any crime committed against civilians."
"Crimes against civilians call
for full condemnation," regardless of a war context or possible
revenge, she added.

Georgian rebels
retake Khobi in
counter-offensive
TBILISI, Georgia (AP) Georgian rebels repelled an
attack on their last stronghold
of Zugdidi, then drove back
government troops and recaptured the town of Khobi in a
powerful counter-offensive.
The surprise gains by the
forces of ousted President Zviad
Gamsakhurdia came after a
string of victories by the army of
Georgian leader Shevardnacize.
A Shevardnadze spokesman
accused neighboring Abkhazia
of sending mercenaries and
military equipment to help Gamsakhurclia’s forces. Abkhazian
separatists took control of their
region in Georgia last month.
At least 10 buses full of men
arrived in Zugdidi from Abkhazia, and tanks with Abkhazian
markings were seen in the area.
Rebels were reported to be
setting up guerrillas top government forces advancing on
the rebel capital and to operate
behind government lines.

CAIRO, Egypt (AP) Moammar Gadhafi’s government has executed dozens of
Libyans and arrested hundreds
to quell a rebellion aimed at
bringing him down, an exiled
opposition group says.
The National Front for the
Salvation of Libya said soldiers
loyal to Gadhafi have arrested
1,500 of the 60,000 residents of
Bani Walid, the town where the
insurrection began, and have
the town under siege.
Mohammed Gibril, a National Front spokesman in Cairo,
warned of possible tribal-based
massacres.
Gadhafi has ruled Libya since
1969, and the military is believed the only force capable of
ousting him. His government
denies there has been any
unrest.

0 Power plant
explosion kills
six, injures 20
TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) - An
explosion at a new hydroelectric power plant in central Tai-

wan killed six Taiwanese engineers Thursday and injured at
least 20 other people, including
three Japanese employees, officials said.
The explosion occurred during a test run of the Hsin Tien
Lun Power Plant, 120 miles
south of Taipei, said officials of
the state-run Taiwan Power Co.
The injured were hospitalized, many with serious burns,
officials said.
The underground plant,
whose construction began in
1988, was scheduled to begin
operation in December.
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RJND RAISER.
Raise $500. in 5 days. Groups,
Clubs, motivated individuals.
1-800655-6935 ext.101.
WANTED:. Psychology Volunteers
Reach out 4 hours per week as a
Community Friend, providing social
support to those who endure
mental illness. We train. Call
(408)436-0606.
NEW STUDENT COITAL PLAN:
Office visits and x-rays no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your teeth
Enroll now!
For brochure see A.S. Office or
call (800)6553225.
MODEL SEARCH MAGAZINE
You need exposure to succeed in
MOOEUNG. Now you can put your
photo and information in front
of 100s of the top advertising
agencies NATIONWIDE! Your
chance to be seen!!! Cali TOM
for details. (408)249-9737.
PLACE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
in the Spartan Daily Classified!
Call 924-3277 or stop by DBH
room 209 for info.

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus hsurance Service
Special Student Prop-ems
Serving SJSU fa 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drivers’
"Good Rates fa Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student "Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGADON
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
HONDA ELITE 80 SCOOTER.
Rides 2, runs good. White, new
tires. $695. Call 371-7979.

ELECTRONICS
QUALITY (MISR COPMA111U0
286/386/486 Great Low Prices
Complete Systems / Warranty
001-000-2002007.

IMELSALE
ROYAL-TREK INTERNATIONAL
presents fine fragrances from Paris
Perfurnas. Versions of Chanel No 5,
Obsession, Opium, Beautiful, Joy.
Eternity, Shalimar, Oscar de la
Rents, Red, Giorgio, Poison, Mite
Linen, Pardon, L’Alr du Temps,
Holston, Samsare, Realities,
Spellbound. Escape & Lauren.
1/2 oz. - $15./bottle, 1 oz. -$20.
bottle. Great for yourself or gift
giving.All perfumes guaranteed
to your satisfaction. We challenge
you to tell the difference from the
original. To order, send you check
with sates tax, add $3.00 shipping
to: Royal-Trek Intl. 433 W. Allen
Unit 102, San Dimes, CA 91773.
(800)876-1668.

to Sultan of Brunei
leaves $170,000
tip for Cyprus
hotel
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) Who says the rich are stingy?
The world’s richest man Sultan Hassan Bolkiah of
Brunei - left a $170,000 tip for
the hotel staff at the end of his
five-day stay in Cyprus.
The Sultan, worth at least $33
billion, attended last week’s
summit of the Commonwealth

- an association of Britain and
49 of its former colonies - in
the coastal city of Lirnassol.
Before leaving Monday, he
sent an emissary with a hag and
a note to Four Seasons general
manager Costa Pseriotis, the
hotel’s public relations’ officer
said Wednesday.
The bag contained 1,700
$100 bills.
The note said: "A big thank
you....This is a small token of
appreciation."
All 320 members of the staff
will share in the Sultan’s "generosity."

Phone: 924-3277

The SPARTAN DAILY
nukes no cisim for products or
senfoss adverdeed below nor Is CHI OMEGA SORORITY - Volleyball
there any gurrerkee implied. The 8, Pizza Night! Friday, October 29,
cisselfled calmest or the Spartan from 7-9pm. Come meet the
Defy consist of paid advertising women of Chi Omegal For more
and ofisrbets are not approved or info. call 2799680.
welded by the newspaper.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

DEUVERY TAKEOUT TAXI
GATEWAY APTS.
The perfect college job!
2 blocks from campus.
We deliver dinner from the
2 td./2 ba., 900 - 1.000 sq. ft.
area’s favorite restaurants.
Ideal for up to 4 students.
You can expect to earn at
Free cable. Underground parking.
least $9.00 per hour. Jobs
Security gates. Game room.
available in South San Jose
Laundry room. 4th &William.
and Cupertino. Requirements:
Rents steam at $750./mo.
Clean D.M.V., own car, insurance.
Gall mw. 9470803,
HELP WANTED
neat appearance & good attitude.
Flexible Evening Hours
2 BORM APARTMENT S750/MO.
NIGHT COUNSELOR We are
Good Environment
Security type building
a residential treatment facility fa
Cash Tips daily
Secure parking
emotionally disturbed children Call today 369-9400.
Close in
ages 7-17. We have an opening for
Modem building
a Nght Relief Child Care Worker to REED’S SPORT SHOP- looking for Free Basic Cable service
work 10 pm. to 6 am. weeknights retail sales: ski-bike-gun dept. Laundry roan
and/or weekends toM I,forvacaAlso looking for experienced vlilage Apartments.
ticns &sick time ottQualrfications: cashiers. Contact Jim - 9263020. 576 S. 5th St. (408) 295-6893.
21 years minimum age.
Maintain a positive attitude. SALES / PrWIAGENIENT positions TWO BDRM./ 1 BATH HOUSE
Work In team environment.
available for career oriented in downtown Los Gatos. Fully furInterest in learning skill &
individual in the health fitness field. nished, large yard with fruit trees.
knowledge of child care.
America’s Best corporation has Kids & pets OK. Available Janl,
Starting salary $5.95 per hour. had over a 900% growth rate over 1994 - July 31, 1994, $1200/mo
Send resume to: Job Code:
the past 4 years arid has locations + utilities & deposit. Call Chuck
NCCW/SD, 1.0.0.F. Children’s
throughout the entire bay area. If 5544514 or 395-7802.
Home, P.O. Box 155, Gilroy, CA you are an eager & self motivated
95021. E,0.E.
individual looking to start off right, 780 S. 11TH STREET APTS.
we will give you a chance. Salaries, 2 bedroom./2 bath start $745.
BB COACHES FOR BOY & GIRL commissions, bonuses, trips & 1 Wm". /1 bath - $595. Walk or
Jr. High season. 11/22 - 3/19. benefits, 14K- 31K annual. Please ride bike to school. Very clean,
Must be independent & want to fax your resume to (510) 713- roomy & remodeled. Secured
work with kids. Be avail. as. NSF. 0850 and call 1 -800-883-KICK. entrance. Laundry facilities. Cable
$6./hr. Call John at 867-3785. Ask for Mr. Beeyessa.
TV. Ample parking, Call 288-9157
Later seasons- Flag FB, SB, VB.
COUNSELOR / DIRECT CARE
SERVICES
SPORTS AND FITNESS
staff to work with DD. adults
Immediate openings!
in a residential setting.
CUSTOM T-SHIRTS IN 4-5 DAYS!
(408) 554-9453$6.00/hr. 510-226-0505.
If you are looking for silk
screening quality at competitive
MAINTENANCE ASSISTANT MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE. prices, look no further. Century
wanted. 15- 20 hours. Apply at Local copy center in need of a Graphics prides itself on quality
the Director’s Office, 3rd Floor, marketing representative for work, quick turn around and a
Student Union.
San Jose State campus. Salary positive happy staff. Call for
plus commission. Prefer outgoing, quotes at 981433151. Thanks!
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES for energetic, self starter with good
motivated students. Learn from organizational and interpersonal
SBOII!
JI I I I I 1111111
the fastest growing co, in the skills. Part time position with an Technical, Engineering, adminisindustry. Earn $9K-$18K in one industry leader. Applications trative. Local Hi-tech. (408) 534
season managing 6-8 employees. available at CopyMat, 119 E. 1874. Your edge in tough tines.
Call Straitght "A" Painters at San Carlos, San Jose. (No phone
calls please)
1-800400-9332.
CHILD SUPPORT COLLECTIONS
Nationwide, lo-cost, effective.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT SALIES/PACSACING at small soft- We do locations. 1-800-80PAYUP.
Make up to $2,000.+/mo. teach- ware company. PT, flex hrs. close
ing basic conversational English to campus Call Beneta 2980628.
50% DISCOUNT!
abroad. Japan. Taiwan, and S.
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish.
Korea. Many provide room & ANYONE INTERESTED In beitg a
Enhance your natural beauty!!
board + other benefits. No previ- Student Manager fa the Spartan
Eye Liner - Lips - Eyebrows.
ous training required. for more Basketball teams, please
Expires December 15. 1993.
information call 1-206-632-1146 contact Ken Arnmann: 9241221
406376-3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
ext. 16041.
POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEI
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
ONCAMPUS MARKETING INTERN Many positions. Great benefits.
Campbell, CA 95008.
needed for Test Prep Co. 4-6 Call 1-800-436-4365 ext. R3310.
hrs./wk. Good pay plus bonuses.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Call between 9-5: (408) 2687042. AA CRUISE & TRAVEL JOBS.
Unwanted hair removed forever.
Earn $2500/mo + travel the
Specialist. Confidential.
world free! ( Europe. Hawaii,
Your own probe or disposable.
SECURITY: FUU. OR PAM TIME
Caribbean, Asia!) Cruise lines
Full training. $7.00- $8.00 /hour.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
now hiring for busy holiday,
Weekly Pay checks
247-7408.
spring and summer seasons.
Excellent Benefrts
Guaranteed
employment!
Union
Call
Credit
(919) 929-4398 ext. 193.
Medical/Dental Insurance
Vacation Pay
Referral Bonus
MMM
Apply-. Monday- Friday 8 am.-5 pm.
ROOM FOR RENT, 2 blocks from
Vangiusrd Semafty Services
State, $300./mo. + dep. Call
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara,
4370100 or 464-8871, agent.
CA 95054. Near 101, at San
Tomas Fag. & Olcott. Equal
1 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
Opportunity Employer.
Bright & airy with big windows, air
EXPERIENCED TECHS TANDEM conditioned, mini blinds, new hot.
Work -experienced computer point appliances including dishtechs in UNIX, workstations & washer, disposal. Intercom buildnetworking. P/T school year. Fri ing, covered, gated parking, on
other time. Top pay! Send resume site laundry. Quiet, OK for 2 room& call Dick &Ilan in Engineering: mates. nice for staff. 1 block from
camas Fun $650./mo.29747011.
924-3928, leave message.

WRITING ASSISTANCE any
WASHINGTON SQUARE
subject. Why suffer and get poor
FEDERAL CREW UNION
grades when help is just a call "STUDENTS SERVING STUDENTS’
Membership open exclusively
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
to SJSU Students. Alumni, and
research & writing. Tutorial also
Advisory Faculty!
avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
Services include:
Regular visits to your campus. $ Auto Loans Personal Loans 3,
Samples & references available.
$ Debt Consolidation Loans $
Foreigners welcome! Call today
Share (savings) & CD Accts.
for free phone consultation:
Exceptional Rates!!!
1-8096068898 ask for Daniel.
Convenient location:
48 S. 75h Street, Suite 201
LOVE UFE? CAREER GUIDANCE?
San Jose, CA 95112
Helpful insight? Computerized
Call for more info:
Astrology Interpretation $19.95.
(408)947-7273.
Send check and your birth date,
time of birth, city a, state, to PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST with
D. McGrane, Box 143, New BA and 15 years experience. Now
Almaden, CA. 95042-0143. Con- accepting students wishing to
tains approx. 15 detailed pages. excell at guitar or bass. All styles
welcome: Rack. R&B. Jazz, Fusion.
plus 5 page information packet!
Blues, Folk. Reggae, and Funk.
NEED COLLEGE/CAREER INFO? Beginner, Intermediate & Advanced
Live counselor. M.A., local college are welcome. Bill: 408/2986124.
exp. Each call treated as individual
appt. Additional info mailed. If I
don’t have the answer to your SERVICES FINANCIAL
queAtion. I’ll get it and call
you back! Call 900-505-CCIS.
WANT MONEY FOR COLLEGE?
95$/min, Mon.-Thurs. 28 pm.
Scholarship Matching
Recorded info 24 hours/day. 10%
No GPA or need qualifications
of net profits support local educaMoney back guarantee
tion programs. College Career
Information 8, application:
Information Services,
.1W Scholarship Matching Seneca
RO, Box 53450
MEN AND WOMEN- BARE R ALL!
San Jose, CA 95153-0450
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL
4080298886.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing or
using chemicals. Let us perm&
$S FREE SS FOR COLLEGE SS
nen* remove your urawarted hair. Private money is available now in
Back Chest
- LipChin
scholarships, grants & work
Tummy etc. Students 8, faculty
study. No financial need. No GPA
receive 15% discount. First appt. min. Over 350,000 active donors.
1/2 price if made before Dec. 15, For free application & info, call
1993. Hart Today Gone Tomorrow, 408/522-7222 or write Scholarship
478W, Hamilton Ave. #397,
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17,
Campbell . (408)3793500.
Campbell. CA 95008. 510.00 off
with ad or referral. We will beat
WRMNG, RESEARCH, EDITING. any advertised price. Satisfaction
Versatile, expert staff.
guaranteed.
ESL students a specialty.
806777-7901.
COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS available. Recorded message gives
PAGERS. BUY, SELL, TRADE & details. 408/848.3555 ext. 112.
recrystal. 1 free month of service
with each referral. Low rates &
DON’T PAY ITII
excellent service. We have voice Don’t pay $70. - $100. foes sax*
mail. Will trade for CD’s, electronic arship search. Get soirees NOW!
equipment or video games. Once Call Scholar-Dollar$ today!!
you become a customer you can 1-9039860023 ed. 703. 52. min. 5
resell our pagers to earn $5. min mat 18 a older. TT rrene req. &
408/522-7203 or 374-3167.
save even more, order Our book
"Scholarships, Grants arid Loans".
11100-WEFIX-MACS
Contains dozens of money sources
Mac Repair & Upgrades
& time saving tips. Order today!
Serves!
Only $5,95 to Scholar-Dollar$, P.O.
2306 K Walsh Ave.
Box456 Mt. Herman, CA 95041.
Santa Clara
30 day M/B Guarantee. Allow 4-6
Open Mf 9:00 am. 500 pm.
w4s. Strauss Ent, 408-625-1910,
408/988.2334,

FAX: 924-3282

SCHOLARSHIPS GUARANTEED’
No minimum GPA. No financial
need. Send for Free info today!
Premier Resources. P.O. Box 970,
Pleasanton, CA 94566,

20 YRS. PROFESSIONAL EXP.
Typirg & trdrIscrIp!,ut, fo,
your needs including COLOR &
GRAPHICS. Copying. binding & FAX
available. Pick up & delivery.
REASONABLE rates. Timeliness &
DO YOU wont computer mach satisfaction guaranteed. Tutoring
done to find scholarships for you? available in some subjects.
Many sources available. 80% Contact Candi at 4(18/3698614
require no GPA or have no income
limitations. Call or write: Unique PROFESSIONAL Word Pox asset,
Service Co. P.O. Box 867, Millbrae, Theses, term prier- jouup
CA 94030.14151692-4847.
dc.
projects, resumes, le:,
All formats, especc jr ARA.
MONEY FOR COLLEGE III Experienced, dependable, quick
Money is waiting for you right now return. Transcriptions available.
from Private Scholarships. Grants Almaden / Branham area.
and Fellowships. No financial Call Linda (408)2644504.
Need and No GPA minimum
required. For FREE literature pack- SANTA CLARE SECRETARIAL
V.
age. CALL NOW! 408-993-7208. 1408) 9842268
Near
Access/control #2081993.
Term papers, resumes. etc
TIMU

Theses/Projects/Term Papers.
Cali Marsha at 286-9448 for full
service word processing: edit for
vocabulary, grammar, sentence
structure, punctuation; format
jAPA. Turabian, MLA); table/graph
preparation: custom post-script
laser printing. (Also edit disks)
Resume/cover letter preparaton.
Intismallonsl Students Welcome!
Willow Glen area. 7:30am-8:300m

SKI VAIL OR SKI UTAH
VAIL: Jan. 2nd- 9th, 4/5 day
Ski pass, 6 nights lodging.
Air incl. - $499. / Bus incl. -5349.
$50. deposit by Nov. 4th,
UTAH: Nov. 24- 29th, 4 days
skiing, 4 nights lodging, free
breakfasts. Bus trip: $289.
Payment by Nov. 4th, Credit Cares
Accepted! Call Patty at 356-8347 EXPERIENCED Word Processor
or call Todd at 7789250.
Too may reports and not
enough time? Let me do
AIRUNE TICKETS FREE?!
the typing! Resumes, term
Int’l couriers needed
papers, theses. e,c 16M
call PIG 310514-4662.
Compatible compute: ; laser
printer. FAX machine. Naa,,
WORD PROCESSING Public. Call Anna 972-1992
AFFORDABLE & EXPEI1iINU.E.D
Professionai Word Pao,...L. n6!
Theses. Term Papers, Nursing &
Group Projects, Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1,
HP Laser 11. All formats. see:oolong
in APA. Spelling. punctuation .ind
grammatical editing. Fr -e disc
storage. All work guartmeEdl Worry
free, dependable, arc prompt
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING. service. To avoid disappomtment,
APA+
West San Jose/Cupertino.
call now to reserve your I,^re! Call
Term papers Group projects PAM 247-2681 l8amn.hcmi plus
’Thesis Letters Appiications Sem Addition& 10% Per Referred
*Resides *Tape transcription etc
Nursing/Math/Science I
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Laser canter Days &
ce and Frig,sti papers/
7 days SUZANNE. 446 5658
iser Printing.
,
storage.
TO TYPE"’’ ARA,
"I HATE
ar,a a,
+artists.
If this got your attention, give your- Resumes, editing, graphics and
self a break. Let me do rt for you! other services available. Master.
Pick up and delivery $1.00. son’s Word Prooessing, Cal Paul a
Resumes, term pacers & theses. Virginia 408251-0449.
APA format. $2.00 per double
spaced page /5.00 minimum. Can &VITA CLARE SBDRETARIAL SERV.
Julie 9998354.
(408)9E3422E38 - Nicer Sal.
Tern, papers, resumes. etc.
HA’AVARDFREMONTUNI04I CITY
Wordprocessing and typing:
All work accepted!! Reports
Theses Proficient with MLA.
APA and Turabian formats:
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
WP 5.1, Laser printer. Call me
7 days a week lain toll Pm.
Suzanne Scott 510/489-9794.

DAILY CLASSIFIED-ADVER77SING THAT WORKS!
Print your ad here.

Line is 30 spaces, including letters. numbers. punctuation & spaces between words.
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ACUFACTS, WC.
Securfty Guards / Patrol Officers
Needed Neal
Full time / Part time. All shifts.
Apply Mon.- Fri. 8am. - 6pm.
555D Meridian Ave., Seri Jose.
(408) 286.5880.
‘SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS
Now hiring teachers & substitutes
for school age child care programs
and preschool programs. Teachers
end subs must have minimum 6
units in education. recreation, or
child development. Full and part
time shifts , Job sharing and flexi.
bee hours for students. $6. - $8.
per hour. Medical, dental, arid eye
care benefits for 30+ hours weekly. Great Job for male or female
students. CM 408/257-7320.

5

e Attempt to
overthrow
Gadhafi fails

Classified
100% PURE ADRENAUNE I 11111
Experience the thrill of free falling
from 10.000 feet at the Bay Area’s
only skyliving center. Come join us
fa a tandem Jump and enjoy your
first skydive with only 45 minutes
of training. For the true thrill seeker, try an accelerated freefall
course and find yourself on the
fastest road to becoming a
certified skydiver, starting with a se
hour class and a mile long freefall
the same day. Videos of your jump
also available. Owned and operated by SJSU students and grads.
For more info call (510) 6347575.

Prickly, October 1)1, 1993

1 IR Ma/ =DO MR 8 4466.
Deposit $300. 3 blocks from SJSU.
1 week free! HNtS 997-8200 5335.
QUALITY OF LIVING & STUDY
Willow Gardens Apartments
1750 Stokes Street, 998-0300.
The best In Willow Glen area.
Spacious 2 bdrm./2 bath & 3
bdrm./2 bath. Recreation room
w/wet bar, fitness center, pool &
saunas. For move in special, call
408/998-0300.
STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS.
2 bed/2 bath apt, available now.
4 blocks from campus. Free cable
TV, water & garbage. Off street
parking available. Several units
starting at $675.00/mo. Call Den
51 295.5256

One
Day
3 linos
$5
4 Nowa
$6
6 News
$7
6 linos
$O
St for each additional

Two
Days
$7

$e
$9
$10
line

Throe
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

Please check v
your classification:

NAr*

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
$13
$14
$15
$16

After the MIA day, rate Inareasse by
per day.
First line (25 spaces) in told for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines: $70. 10-14 lines: $90.
15-19 lines: $110.

ACId,R5S

Aiii,u,vernerits
Cc &Sire

75 code

Phcoe

Send check or money order to

Spartan Daily Cleasifteds
San Jose State University,
San Jose, CA., 98192-0149
classaed desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall

Room 209
III Deadline Two days before publication All ads are prepaid
II Consecutive publications dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
CIUMITIONIIT CALL (408) 8244277
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San lose State University

SJSU faces tough defense

Spartan Shorts
Kicker Joe Nedney established a new school record
with his 31st career field goal
against Louisiana Tech on Saturday.
The previous record was
held by Mike Berg who played
at SJSU from 1978 to 1981.
Nedney, a junior, however did
not keep the ball. He is waiting
until he breaks Mike Berg’s all
time scoring record of 229
points before he keeps the
ball.
The awards keep coming
for senior Troy Jensen who
tied a school record with three
interceptions against Tech.
On Monday, Jensen was
named Big West Co-Defensive
Player of the Week. And on
Wednesday, Sports Illustrated
named him National Collegiate Defensive Player of the
Week.
Junior Dan Godfrey was
all over the field on Saturday
in the win against Louisiana
Tech.
Godfrey recorded 11 tackles, broke up one pass and

returned an interception for a
touchdown. The touchdown
was the first by the Spartan
defense this year.
Wide receiver Jerry Reese
seems to have a nose for the
end zone. Reese, a junior, has
caught one touchdown pass in
six of the Spartans’ seven
games.
After recording his second
straight 100-yard game against
Louisiana Tech, senior Nathan
DuPree moved into sixth place
on the SJSU career rushing
list.
DuPree currently has 1,702
career yards, a little over 800
away from all time leader Sheldon Canley’s (1988-90) 2,513
yards.
The draught is finally over
for junior tailback Donald
Lindsey, who after three years
in a Spartan uniform finally
caught a pass for a touchdown
in Saturday’s game against
Louisiana Tech.
The touchdown was Lindsey’s second of the season.
--By Ed Stacy

THIS WEEKEND
IN SPORTS

Read football, soccer
and volleyball results
Monday in the
Sports page!

Saturday:
Football at Southwest Louisiana.
Swimming vs. Reno/BYU/Utah at
Reno, 1 p.m.
MONIQUE SCIOENFELDSPARTAN DAIL

SJSU tailback Nathan DuPree, far right, runs a sweep while Brian Lundy
blocks for him during the Homecoming game against Louisiana Tech

Saturday. The Spartans are traveling to Southwest Louisiana to face the
Ragin’ Cajuns this weekend.

Spartans hope to end the Ragin’ Cajuns’ streak
By Ed Stacy
Spartan Daily tail’ Writer
Riding the crest of a twogame winning streak, the SJSU
Football team will attempt to
derail any possible conference
title hopes for the University of
Southwestern Louisiana on Saturday.
A win for the Spartans (2-5, 20) would give the Ragin’ Cajuns
(5-2, 2-1) two conference losses
and all but eliminate them from
the Big West Conference race.
Standing in the way of a San
Jose win is a team that has won
five games in-a-row and boast the
best defense in the Big West.
"We have to be ready for an
outstanding team in Southwestern Louisiana," said Spartan
Coach John Ralston. ’They have
excellent momentum. This will
be a very difficult game."
SJSU will test USL’s defense
with a high powered offense that
can put the ball in the air or
keep it on the ground with
equal success. Senior quarterback Jeff Garcia leads this
offense that has put 83 points on
the board the past two games.

Southwestern Louisiana vs. San Jose State

Mt

Saturday
Cajun Field
4 p.m. (CDT)
Radio: KLIV
1590 A.M., 1:45

Garcia’s ability to make a big
play out of nothing has gained
the respect of USL Coach Nelson Stokley.
"Jeff Garcia’s the best quarterback athlete that we’ve played
this year," Stokley said.
"He makes so many things
happen because he’s able to
scramble, he’s able to move
around and he’s able to run. A
lot of his big plays come off
those type of plays where he
can’t find anybody, he’ll scramble and move around and make
a big play."
Complementing Garcia’s abilities is senior tailback Nathan
DuPree. Coming off a second
straight 100-yard rushing game,
DuPree will force the Ragin’

4fiN

Cajuns to respect SJSU’s running game.
This should help Garcia find
his talented corps of receivers
that include standout sophomore Brian Lundy and fleetfooted junior Jerry Reese.
For the Spartans to be successful they will need to keep the
ball away from USL safety Orlanda Thomas.
Thomas, a junior, leads the
nation in interceptions with
eight.
Defensively the Spartans are
coming off a record breaking
performance against Louisiana
Tech. SJSU set a new school
record with six interceptions
against the Bulldogs.
Leading the assault was senior

team
Men’s basketball
re. . ,
starts ()mow practice
By Gabe Leon
Spartan Daily Stan WTI rI

Since the beginning of the
semester, the SJSU men s basketball team has been getting prepared for the upcoming season
but have been doing it without
one important thing on the
court coaching.
Due to NCAA rules, coaches
are not allowed to be in the gym
while the players are practicing
until Oct. 30.
Starting Saturday the 1993-94
basketball season is officially
underway, allowing players and
coaches to start running practices together for the first time
since the season ended last year.
However, coaches were
allowed to run exercise programs with the team.
For the last two months the
team has been involved in both
an indoor and outdoor running
program along with weight
training four days a week.
The outdoor program consisted ofjogging and other running exercises, while the indoor
program practiced on the court
technique without using a ball.
"We do not run as a team, we
sprint" Head Coach Stan Morrison said. ’The first two steps are
important. Whether you’re running the fast break or back ped-

dfing on defense, you must have
the ability to kick into high
acceleration."
Coming into this season, Morrison feels his team is where it
should be.
"We have much stronger kids
and we’re in great shape," he
said. ‘The output by the players
is better."

’I’m looking
forward to blowing
the first whistle. It’s
the excitement of
anticipation.’
Stan Morrison
SJSU . men’i balked:all marl.

The team was slowed down by
some players catching the flu
and getting strep throat. But
they are getting over that now.
Starting tomorrow, basketball
will be added to the practices
and the coaches are exuberated.
-We (the coachini staff) are
getting a little ancy, Assistant
Coach Stan Stewart said.
"We’re getting excited," Morrison said. 11’m looking forward

to blowing the first whistle. It’s
the excitement of anticipation."
Morrison encourages students to get involved with the
team.
’This is their (the students)
team and we are happy to share
that with them," Morrison said.
’They are more than welcome
to come out to our practices and
watch."
Practices will be held in SPX
until Tuesday and will move to
the Event Center starting
Wednesday.
Times of the practices have
not been announced.
In the past, the first official
practice was opened with "Midnight Madness."
This is where practice started
at midnight in front of a crowd
of 700-800 fans. Skits were performed by SJSU clubs, fraternity
or sorority members or dorm
students introducing each player
on the team.
This was to promote the
upcoming basketball season.
Morrison has plans to bring it
back next season.
"We have to earn the right of
having a Midnight Madness,"
Morrison said. ’The way we earn
that is by chalking up some W’s
(wins). We plan on bringing it
back next year."

Troy Jensen with three picks of
his own. Jensen’s performance
was good enough for Sports
Illustrated magazine to name
him its Defensive Player of the
Week.
The Spartans will be tested
this week by quarterback Jake
Delhomme. A true freshman,
Delhomme will be making his
seventh start Saturday. Delhomme has a 5-1 record in his
six previous starts.
"Our defense has rallied
around themselves and that’s
good," Ralston said. "I think the
defense is starting to gain confidence."
SJSU will attempt to confuse
USL with a mixture of stunts
that has helped the defense pick
off 11 passes in the previous two
games. The young defensive line
was bolstered by the play of
freshman tackle Tony Gratton
who recorded six tackles against
Louisiana Tech.
The game will mark the fifth
time these teams have faced
each other. The series is tied 2-2
with the last game going to SJSU
38-13 at Spartan Stadium.

BRAVO PAGERS

Sunday:
Soccer vs. Fresno State, 2 p.m.,
SPARTAN STADIUM.
Volleyball vs. Long Beach State, 2
p.m., EVENT CENTER

Why Us?
Unlimited Calling
No Hidden Costs
Good Prices Great Service

TOUCH TEL PAGING
3097 laoorrark. S. J. at VIIInchestet MS) 203 1000

Come meet the ’Bud Girls’
at the Halloween Costume Contest!
Saturday Night, Oct. 30th. 1993
at Carlos Murphy’s 10Prn-12:30pm
First Prize-S100
Second Prize-$50
Third Prize-Dinner for 2
10741 N. Wolfe Rd. CuPertino. CA

1408) 255-6240

AVA_NTTI

Fine Italian Men’s ’tear

3 for. 1
Anniversary Sale
(stilts k.S.L

sportcoats)

Big West
Football Standings
San Jose State
New Mexico State
SW Louisiana
Nevada
Utah State
Northern Illinois
Louisiana Tech
UNLV
Pacific
Arkansas State

W
2
3
2
2
2
3
1
0
0
0

L
0
1
1
1
1
2
1
2
2
4

This Week’s Games
New Mexico State at UNLV
Northern Illinois at Louisiana Tech
Nevada at

Pacific

BYU at Utah State
Arkansas State - open

SJSU 1,000 Yard
Pass Receivers
Rec.
123
I. Stacey Baily
2. Guy Liggins 149
3. Tim Kearse
142
4. Kevin Evans 103
106
5. Ike McBee
6. John Johnson 123
7. Eric Richardson 94
8. Mark Nichols 48
73
9. Brian Lundy

Yards
2223
2191
2084
1641
1571
1553
1501
1267
1246

SPARTAN DAILY

$100
CASH BACK
on any
3forloffer

Buy a suit, get 2 FREE
Buy a sport coat,
get 2 sport coats FREE
3 Slacks $195 (Selected slacks)
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\I I

HALLOWEEN SPECIAL
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NEED A MAC T MIDNIGHT?
$ 2 OFF MAC RENTAL
kinkoss

the copy center
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93 E. San Carlos St.. 295 - 4338 FAX 408 - 279 -0855
Expire.
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